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Abstract8

Characteristics of the traffic flow are studied and analyzed using several methods. This study9

aims to analyze the comparison of traffic characteristic model on Simpang 4 Bireun road using10

MKJI 1997 method, and to compare with Greenshield, Greenberg and Underwood models.11

The effectiveness and efficiency of the data presentation presented by each method. The12

results of the mathematical model for Greenshield Model are (S) = 40.6231 km/hr, Greenberg13

(S) = 37.92 km/hr and Underwood (S) = 40.668 km/hr. For the relationship of density14

velocity, Greenberg has a better approach, whereas for the density volume relationship,15

16

Index terms— greenshield, greenberg, underwood, speed vehicles, traffic flow, density of traffic.17

1 Introduction18

he construction of roads as a form of government commitment in developing infrastructure as a whole is intended19
as a provider of transportation facilities that facilitate local communities to interact with their surrounding20
environment, both in the social, economic and cultural fields. As one of the means of land transportation. Roads21
are intended to be used as an accumulation of various motorized vehicles and nonmotorized vehicles. And in22
this case the number or volume of vehicles crossing the road depends on various parameters including population23
density, number of vehicles and road conditions.24

Simpang 4 highway Bireuen is one of the arterial roads in the city of Bireun which has a fairly high volume of25
vehicles, especially during the school season, where this highway has thousands of students and a row of shops26
along the road. This dynamic road condition creates vulnerability in the form of traffic jams through the road.27
The number of movements in Bireuen can be related to the density of traffic flow on the road. Density can be28
believed to correlate with the speed of the vehicle and the volume of vehicles that occur on the road.29

By looking at the background, some problems can be raised, namely; what is the shape of the mathematical30
model of the characteristics of the Bireuen 4 intersection. what is the minimum speed that must be taken by a31
road user who crosses the highway 4 intersection Bireun, and which model is the most optimal that can describe32
the real conditions of the characteristics of the road segment.33

The objectives of this study are to find out the mathematical model between speed -density, volumespeed and34
volume-density must be carried out by highway intersection 4 Bireuen, know the minimum speed and optimal35
speed of the vehicle traveling on the road, and Know the Greenshield Model, Greenberg and Underwood models.36

This research is intended to find a correlation model between vehicle volume, current and vehicle speed on37
the road. The road section studied at the Bireuen 4 intersection area, this election is based on preliminary38
observations where traffic congestion often occurs, the volume of vehicles increases at certain hours. And there39
has not been a study that has modeled the correlation of current and density on this road segment.40
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4 I.

2 II.41

3 Research Methods42

This research includes preparation, field data collection, then preparations are made in the form of making the43
initial and final boundaries on the Bireuen 4 intersection, and a good bounding mark for 100 m can be seen by44
the observer where the mark is made using color paint the red applied to the places seen by the observer.45

The research location was carried out at the Medan-Banda Aceh crossing, Banda Aceh Medan road, Bireuen-46
Takengon road, Kuala Raja Bireuen road, can be seen on the location map below. Primary data collection is in47
the form of traffic volume, light vehicle speed, carried out simultaneously at the research location on Simpang 448
Bireuen road. for 4 days from 7:00 a.m. until 18:00 a.m. Whereas the geometric data collection in the form of49
the width of the traffic lane (m), the width of the entrance to the main road m), the kereb, the distance of the50
road (m) were carried out at night so as not to interfere with traffic activities during the study.51

The method of data collection in this study is primary and secondary data. Primary data obtained from52
field surveys in the form of traffic volume, traffic speed, vehicle travel time and geometric measurements of the53
road, from the data will then be processed to obtain traffic density data. Secondary data as a complement to54
supporting data in the field includes a road network map of the intersection of 4 Bireuen cities obtained from55
relevant agencies, such as the Public Works Agency, Transportation Agency, Statistics agencies and sketches of56
the observation locations on the reviewed roads.57

Traffic volume is the number of vehicles that pass a point on a road segment within a certain time interval58
stated in a unit vehicle at a certain time the average traffic volume is an average vehicle calculated according to59
a certain unit of time, can daily be said as a volume average daily traffic / LHR or in English is referred to as60
Average Daily Traffic Volume (ADT). According to Morlok, (1988), the volume of traffic can be calculated using61
the following formula:t n q = (2.1)62

where q = Volume of traffic passing through a point, n = Number of vehicles passing through that point in63
the observation time interval, t = Observation time interval.64

The traffic flow parameters are divided into 2 categories;65
(a). The macroscopic parameter: characterizes the overall traffic flow, (b). Microscopic parameters:66

characterize the individual behavior of vehicles that give each other traffic opportunities to each other.67
Macroscopically, the traffic flow is described/characterized by 3 main parameters; (a). Volume or current level68

(volume or rate of flow). (b). Speed (speed), (c). Density. In addition, headway (h), spacing (s), and occupancy69
(R) parameters were also used. Regarding the headway and spacing, there are parameters of clearance (c) and70
gap (g).71

Local speed observation is done on a number of vehicles. This is based on the inequality of the speed of each72
vehicle by the influence of various conditions, both vehicles, drivers, instantaneous density and so on. Therefore,73
to obtain local speed, simplified statistical procedures are used.74

Speed describes the level of movement of a vehicle expressed in the distance of the unit of time or the value75
of changing distance to time. The unit is kilometers/hour, meters/second. According to Tamin O. Z., (1991)76
speed is defined as the distance that can be taken by a vehicle of time unity. The unit commonly used is meters77
/ seconds or kilometers / hour. The formula for calculating speed (Morlok, E.K. 1988) :t d V = (2.2)78

Where ; V = Speed (km/h, m/sec), d = Distance (km, m), t = Travel time (hours, seconds).79
There are 3 classifications of speed in traffic; (a). Point / moment speed (spot speed), the condition where the80

vehicle experiences a steady speed at a point, (b). Travel speed (journey speed), the average speed where the81
value can be determined from the distance traveled divided by the total travel time, (c). Moving speed (running82
speed), the average speed of a vehicle to cross a certain distance in the condition of the vehicle still running, i.e.83
the condition after being reduced by the time the obstacle occurs (eg obstacles at the intersection). This moving84
speed can be determined from the distance traveled divided by total travel time which has been reduced by the85
time of stopping due to obstacles caused by disturbances that occur in traffic.86

To find out the value of traffic density obtained from data processing volume and speed of traffic, namely from87
the results of a comparison between the volume value with the speed of traffic at the same time of observation.88
The value of traffic density is expressed in smp (the passenger car unit is a traffic flow unit)/km.89

The passenger car unit is a traffic flow unit, where flows from various types of vehicles have been converted into90
light vehicles (including passenger cars) using passenger car equivalence (EMP) (Ririn ??amran, et all 1997). This91
use is intended to make traffic analysis easy to do with the factors of passenger car units (pcu) of each motorized92
vehicle according to the Indonesian Road Capacity manual (MKJI 1997), for urban roads are as follows: From93
the curve, it can be seen that the basic relationship between volume and speed is that with increasing volume of94
traffic, the average speed of the room will decrease until the maximum volume is reached (Ririn ??amran, et all95
1997). The relationship between speed and density shows that the speed will decrease if the density increases.96
The relationship between volume and density shows that density will increase if the volume also increases.97

4 i.98

Greenshield Model Greenshield formulates that the mathematical relationship between speed-density is assumed99
to be linear ??Tamin O.Z, 2000) as stated in equation (2.2). This model is the earliest model recorded in an100
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effort to observe the behavior of traffic flows. Greenshields get the result that the relationship between speed101
and density takes the form of a linear curve (McShane and ??oes, 1990).102

The speed at which the maximum volume is obtained by using the equation: ii.2 f m s V V V = = (2.3)103

5 Greenberg Model104

To analyze the relationship between the variables of volume and speed and density according to Greenberg, the105
following equations are used :106

The relationship between Volume and Speed on the Greenberg model uses the following equations :m s j s V107
V D V Q ? ? ? = exp (2.4)108

This Volume and Density Relationship applies the following equation :D D L D V Q j n m ? ? = (2.5) m m109
m j D V e V D Qmaks ? = ? = (2.6)110

Speed when maximum volume is obtained :V s = V m (2.7)111
iii.112

6 Underwood models113

To get the relationship between the volume, speed and density variables according to the Underwood exponential114
model, the relationship between the volume and speed of the Underwood model is used as follows :? ? ? ? ? ?115
? ? ? ? = s f m f V V Ln D V Q (2.8)116

The volume and density relationship applies the following equation :? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = m f D D V D Q117
exp (2.9)118

The maximum volume (Qmaks) is :exp f m V D Qmaks ? = (2.10)119
The speed at maximum volume (Qmaks) is obtained by using the equation :exp f m V V = c) Relationship120

Analysis121
According to Riyanto B, ??2003), the relationship between the three variables of speed, density and volume122

is arranged based on the data of traffic flow and speed of vehicles taken every 5 minute period arranged in a list123
in pairs then the density value can be searched by the basic equation V = D . US. The relationship between124
speed (US), density (D) and current (V), was analyzed using three methods namely the Greenshield, Greenberg125
and Underwood methods. Completion of statistics is approached by finding the relationship between speed and126
density through regression methods.127

The relationship between speed and density respectively with the Greenshield, Greenberg and Underwood128
methods is as follows : a. Greenshield : Based on the table above which can be taken to be used as references in129
this study are as follows : a. Mashuri, (2006) conducted a study on the density of traffic flow on arterial roads in130
Palu. This study discusses the relationship of the parameters of speed, volume and density using the Greenshield131
method. b. Tamin Z. O., (1991) conducted a study of the relationship between speed and volume of traffic132
on Jalan H.R. Rasuna Said, Jakarta. This study discusses the relationship of the parameters of speed, volume133
and density using the Underwood method. c. Julianto N. O., (2010) conducted a study on the relationship134
between speed and volume of traffic on the Semarang road segment. This study discusses the relationship of135
the parameters of speed, volume and density using the Underwood method. The difference between the three136
studies above with the research that the author will discuss is that the location of the research road that will137
be carried out is not an arterial road but the chosen road is a toll road which does not have large side barriers138
and a higher speed capacity difference. Then the velocity and volume data will be used to calculate the vehicle139
density during the peak hour period using the basis of MKJI calculation, 1997. From the processed data, a graph140
of the relationship between speed and density will be made and then the optimum speed velocity value will be141
obtained. meeting.D D U U U j f f s ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = (2.12) b. Greenberg : ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = D D Ln142
U U j m s (2.13) c. Underwood : m f s D D e U U ? ? = (2.143

7 e) Transportation144

In general, the definition of transportation is the transfer of people or goods from one place to another by using145
a vehicle driven by humans or machines ??Nasution, 2004). Transportation can be said as a derivative need,146
because transportation arises due to the intent or purpose to be achieved through transportation. For example147
shipping goods, traveling, working and others. The concept of transportation is based on the existence of a148
journey between origin and destination. Travel is carried out through a certain path that connects origin and149
destination, using a conveyance or vehicle at a certain speed.150

8 f) Intersections151

Intersection is a point on the road network where roads meet and vehicle trajectories intersect. Intersection is the152
most important factor in determining travel capacity and time on a road network, especially in residential areas.153
There are several factors that can influence the occurrence of a traffic problem that usually occurs at intersections,154
including: a. Volume and capacity, which directly affects obstacles b. Geometric design, and freedom of view c.155
Accidents and road safety, speed and street lights d. Parking, access and development are safe e. Pedestrian f.156
Distance between intersections157
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15 B) DISCUSSION

9 g) Data Analysis Methods158

To find out the mathematical relationship between these parameters, several data sets can be obtained from the159
survey results at the observation location using the A and B values. All analyzes are comparative calculations with160
the Greenshield, Greenberg and Underwood models. From the results of these calculations can be determined161
the relationship between speed and density of traffic.162

10 a) Results163

The survey for this study has been conducted for four days, namely on February 19 2018, Monday, Tuesday,164
Thursday, and Sunday at Simpang IV Bireun, Bireun Regency. The results obtained from the data obtained165
directly from observations in the field are as follows :166

11 i. Traffic Volume167

Based on the results of data processing, the traffic volume is obtained by the total volume on every day of junior168
high school / hour observation, while the full results are displayed in the table below.169

12 Results and Discussion170

Based on the results of the study for four days the biggest traffic flow is the direction of the Banda Aceh-Medan171
road because this road is the main road to the center of Bireun city especially during peak hours. Based on172
fluctuations graph, the traffic volume from the direction of the Banda Aceh-Medan road that passes through this173
intersection is quite dense until it reaches 29237.60 (smp / hour), because in the morning it is the first tip of174
everyone’s routine in starting the day.175

Based on daily data processing, the peak hour volume is on Tuesday, which is 2292.20 (smp/hour) morning at176
12.00-13.00. and afternoon with the number 2128.10 (smp/hour) at 17.00-18.00.177

Volume fluctuation The traffic generated from the survey is used to determine peak hours, namely peak178
morning hours (07.00-08.00), peak afternoon hours (12.00-13.00), and evening peak hours (17.00-18.30).179

13 ii. Traffic Speed180

From the results of data processing, the average local velocity obtained in the direction of Bireun Medan-Banda181
Aceh is Monday 29.00 km/h, Tuesday July-Takengon road 28.91 km/h, Thursday Banda Aceh-Medan road 29.93182
km/h, the week of Kuala Raja road is 30.57 km/h.183

14 iii. Traffic Density184

To find out the value of traffic density obtained from data processing volume and speed of traffic, namely from185
the results of a comparison between the volume value with the speed of traffic at the same time of observation.186
The value of traffic density is expressed in units smp/km.187

15 b) Discussion188

Based on the results of data analysis as described above, then by improving the results of data processing and189
matters relating to the object of this research, get the discussion as follows. From the results of the graph the190
relationship between volume and traffic density can be obtained the maximum speed conditions (D) 3297.83191
smp/km. This condition is a more real condition closer to the Greenberg model, because only one density192
condition that occurs and seen from the equations shows that the maximum speed conditions are affected by193
the density of traffic. From the graph the relationship of speed and density can be explained that if the density194
increases from zero then the speed of traffic continues to increase, so that more than the density at optimum195
conditions, a condition will be achieved where the increase in traffic density will not increase the flow of traffic.196
traffic flow.197

The mathematical relationship between speed and traffic density using the Greenshield and underwood model198
shows the speed of weak traffic density, where it can be explained that if the traffic density continues to increase so199
that it exceeds the optimum density then the speed of traffic decreases. The results obtained from data processing200
and analysis show that the relationship that occurs between the speed and density of traffic is looking down.201
This result is in accordance with what was assumed by the Greenberg method before, namely the mathematical202
relationship between the speed and density of traffic is to drop down, except that there is a slightly different203
behavior.204

In this study, a comparative analysis of existing traffic characteristics models, namely Greenshield, Greenberg205
and Underwood, was used, the effectiveness and efficiency of the presentation of the data displayed by each of these206
methods and from the three methods compared to which the solution was more optimal in vehicle movement.207
from the relationship between density, speed, and more optimal values found in the Greenberg model. The208
graph of the Greenshield model in this study (Graph 3.1 shows that the optimum density is low. While the209
underwood graph results show that the density is lower than the Greenshield model graph. For the density210
velocity, Greenberg has a higher optimum value, while the volume density relationship, both showed results that211
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were almost close to the relationship of volume velocity, so the Greenshield and Underwood approach was still212
better.213

16 S (km/h)214

17 IV.215

18 Conclusions and Suggestions a) Conclusions216

Based on the results of the research and discussion conducted at ??impang 4 Bibliography 1
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.1 b) Suggestions

relationship between speed and density using the Greenshield, Greenberg, Underwood model shows speed with218
weak traffic density, and the effectiveness of the traffic flow characteristic model is the most optimum model found219
in the Greenberg model because it has a higher value.220

.1 b) Suggestions221

Further research is needed to get more real values from the three models, namely, Greenshield, Greenberg,222
and Underwood, comparison of calculations using the Indonesian Capacity Manual (MKJI 1997) Greenshield,223
Greenberg and Underwood linear modeling needs to be examined again with heavy traffic conditions and high224
side barriers. The volume of traffic225
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